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American Accent Training - A Guide to Speaking and Pronouncing American EnglishBarron's Educational Series, 2006
Welcome to American Accent Training. This book and CD set is designed to get you started on your
American accent. We'll follow the book and go through the 13 lessons and all the exercises step by
step. Everything is explained and a complete Answer Key may be found in the back of the text.

Accent is a combination of three main...
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Maran Illustrated Office 2003Course Technology PTR, 2005
Produced by the award-winning maranGraphics Group, Maran Illustrated? Microsoft® Office 2003 is a valuable resource for all readers, regardless of experience. Clear, step-by-step instructions walk you through each operation from beginning to end. Helpful topic introductions and useful tips provide additional information and advice to enhance...
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Advanced Grammar in Use With answers (Grammar in Use)Cambridge University Press, 1999
Advanced Grammar in Use contains 120 units of grammar explanation and practice exercises. It provides coverage of those language areas advanced-level students will find most rewarding to study. It retains the clarity of presentation of other books in the 'in Use' family. Two-page units present grammar explanation and examples, including typical...
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English Grammar in Use With Answers: Reference and Practice for Intermediate StudentsCambridge University Press, 1994
A self-study reference and practice book for intermediate and more advanced learners of English.  Covering all areas of language which students at this level find difficult, this substantially revised and updated book retains the clarity, simplicity and accessibility of the first edition, adding to it new and redesigned units and appendices,...
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Non-Transformational Syntax: Formal and Explicit Models of GrammarJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This authoritative introduction explores the four mainnon-transformational syntactic frameworks: Head-driven PhraseStructure Grammar, Lexical-Functional Grammar, Categorial Grammar,and Simpler Syntax. It also considers a range of issues that arisein connection with these approaches, including questions aboutprocessing and acquisition.
...
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The Oxford Guide to English UsageOxford University Press, 1984
Have you ever had doubts about when to hyphenate two words? Confused over whether you should disassociate or dissociate yourself from something? Do you know when to spell doggie as doggy? Is it really a rule that a preposition should never fall at the end of a sentence? Now there is a single
convenient source you can turn to with all your...
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Practice Makes Perfect: English Grammar for ESL LearnersMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Continuing the success of the bestselling Practice Makes Perfect series, Practice Makes Perfect English Grammar for ESL Learners features well-organized presentations, skill-building exercises, and a focus on practical conversational skills. Here you will find clear explanations accompanied by highlighted examples and boxed summaries of...
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Lex & Yacc (A Nutshell Handbook)O'Reilly, 1992

	This book shows you how to use two Unix utilities, lex and yacc, in program development. These tools help programmers build compilers and interpreters, but they also have a wider range of applications. The second edition contains completely revised tutorial sections for novice users and reference sections for advanced users....
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How Drawings Work: A User-Friendly TheoryRoutledge, 2019

	
		How Drawings Work cheekily explains that what architects make is information that enables other people to make buildings. That information comes in a variety of forms: drawings by hand and computer, models both physical and virtual, and words as needed. The book reflects in witty prose on the nature of architectural drawings...
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English Grammar for the Utterly ConfusedMcGraw-Hill, 2003
When it comes to understanding one of your most intimidating courses--English Grammar--even good students can be confused. This guide is a must-have for everyone, from students taking the GED to professionals writing business plans, as it explores the structures of English grammar and how to use them easily and proficiently.

English...
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Grammar Practice for Pre-intermediate Students: With Key (GRPR)Pearson Education, 2000
Grammar Practice for Pre-Intermediate Students gives short, clear explanations
of all the main areas of English grammar, and provides practice exercises for
you to do.

There are two ways in which this book can he used:
(i) in class with help from your teacher;
(ii) at home by yourself.

If you are using the...
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Business Communication: Process and Product (with meguffey.com Printed Access Card), 7th EditionSouth-Western College, 2010

	BUSINESS COMMUNICATION: PROCESS AND PRODUCT, 7 is designed to prepare students for success in today's digital workplace as well as tips on job searching skills. The textbook and accompanying Web site explains the basics of communicating in the workplace, working in teams, how to being a good listener and understanding business etiquette....
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